Are clogs causing downtime, contamination and waste?
VIBCO has cooked up the best solution.
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We’re the^Vibrator Guys.™
Product Application
Bulletin #405
Model BVS-190
Silent Pneumatic
Turbine Vibrator
BVS-190

VIBCO’S SOLUTION
A VIBCO BVS-190 Silent Pneumatic
Turbine Vibrator was installed on
each hopper - virtually eliminating the
cheese flow problem. VIBCO’s BVS
models feature threaded exhaust and
use non-lubricated air so they do not
cause contamination. They are perfect
for food industry applications.

“I knew that our process could be more efficient...

VIBCO’S BENEFITS
After installing the VIBCO BVS-190
Silent Turbine Vibrators the customer
received the following benefits:
Eliminated hopper clogs and the
resulting production downtime
● Dramatically reduced the number
of labor hours spent cleaning and
sterilizing equipment
● Reduced the amount of product lost
to contamination
● Increased production and daily
output
●

We were having a problem with cheese building up and clogging the hoppers
completely. Once that happened, we would have to halt the entire process for
cleaning. That meant climbing across the tray and banging the heck out of the
hoppers to loosen the built up cheese. Once we banged out the clogs, we’d have
to sterilize again because of the potential for contamination. In addition to the
production time lost during the downtime, the sterilization process caused a
tremendous amount of product waste. We realized that banging on our hoppers
was actually making the problem worse over time because of the resulting dents
and hammer rash. Thanks for providing a solution that really works!”
Production Manager,
Michelle W., Vermont
Model BVS-190

Silent Pneumatic Turbine Vibrator
●

10,500 VPM at 80 PSI

●

5.5 CFM at 80 PSI

●

75 lbs of force

●

67 dB at 80 PSI

CLICK HERE FOR ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL DETAILS

ALTERNATE MODELS
●

Models MLT-S/S, MLT - stainless steel or aluminum housing,
sanitary, ideal for wash-down environment

●

Models SPR Series - electric, single phase operation, small
& compact for easy placement, constant speed

Call 800-633-0032 for a FREE 10-Day Product Trial
visit: www.vibco.com

fax: 401-539-2584

e-mail: vibrators@vibco.com

